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Imagine a club, an S&M club, catering to doms and subs.
Imagine it in a nearby city, in a huge vacant lot near the disused docklands. No one can hear you scream.
Imagine a club that has been in existence for over five years, long enough to develop its own code of
practice.
Imagine it, as it develops into a place where Bulls can meet married women in a BDSM setting.
A club that understands there are people who long to have submissive maids serve them.
A club that knows there are many who would adore the opportunity to wear one of the club’s prized maid’s
outfits.
A club that has developed an intensive training plan to take anyone from scratch to licenced maid within a
matter of days. Anyone, yes anyone.
A club where no maid has every failed to qualify to be a licenced maid. No one is allowed to fail the strict
tests and assessments. No one.
A club which has no gender bar, either sex can apply for the maid course.
A club run by a dedicated band of severe, sexy women who single mindedly train even the most recalcitrant
of maids.
A club where the dominant Bull males know the beneficial effects of a wife seeing her husband completely
transformed. Thus the males do all they can to ensure the complete submission of any maid before his wife.
A club that draws on enhanced, intense, one on one, behavioural modification therapy.

Dream or nightmare?

For Kyle, Club ZerØ Nine's maid feminisation course is a dream come true, especially when the club talks
his lovely wife Madison into also attending.

But the club has its own designs on Kyle and Mister Harrison, the club’s owner has his own designs on
Madison.

Will Kyle escape the club’s grip on him and rescue his naïve wife from the machinations of Mister Harrison?
Very difficult when Mister Harrison has Kyle locked into the tightest chastity cage known and when Kyle
finds himself Mister Harrison’s personal property.
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From reader reviews:

Ruth Ward:

The book Club ZerØ Nine can give more knowledge and also the precise product information about
everything you want. So just why must we leave the best thing like a book Club ZerØ Nine? Wide variety
you have a different opinion about reserve. But one aim that book can give many information for us. It is
absolutely right. Right now, try to closer with your book. Knowledge or information that you take for that,
you could give for each other; you may share all of these. Book Club ZerØ Nine has simple shape however,
you know: it has great and large function for you. You can look the enormous world by open up and read a
guide. So it is very wonderful.

Leticia Cantrell:

What do you with regards to book? It is not important together with you? Or just adding material when you
really need something to explain what yours problem? How about your free time? Or are you busy man or
woman? If you don't have spare time to do others business, it is make one feel bored faster. And you have
spare time? What did you do? Everybody has many questions above. They should answer that question due
to the fact just their can do this. It said that about publication. Book is familiar in each person. Yes, it is
proper. Because start from on guardería until university need this Club ZerØ Nine to read.

Ismael Black:

Playing with family inside a park, coming to see the sea world or hanging out with pals is thing that usually
you may have done when you have spare time, in that case why you don't try matter that really opposite from
that. A single activity that make you not sensation tired but still relaxing, trilling like on roller coaster you
are ride on and with addition of information. Even you love Club ZerØ Nine, you could enjoy both. It is fine
combination right, you still would like to miss it? What kind of hangout type is it? Oh come on its mind
hangout people. What? Still don't understand it, oh come on its referred to as reading friends.

Ernest Nunez:

You will get this Club ZerØ Nine by check out the bookstore or Mall. Just viewing or reviewing it might to
be your solve difficulty if you get difficulties to your knowledge. Kinds of this guide are various. Not only
by written or printed but additionally can you enjoy this book through e-book. In the modern era just like
now, you just looking because of your mobile phone and searching what your problem. Right now, choose
your own personal ways to get more information about your guide. It is most important to arrange you to
ultimately make your knowledge are still up-date. Let's try to choose right ways for you.
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